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About This Content

Take your stealth game to the next level with this deadly weapon. Craft arrows and silently neutralize your enemies from a
distance with the Compound Bow. 5d3b920ae0

Title: Sniper Ghost Warrior 3 - Compound Bow
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CI Games
Publisher:
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Franchise:
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Release Date: 7 Jun, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 64-bit

Processor: i3 3240 3.4 GHz or AMD FX-6350 3.9 GHz

Memory: 8 GB R
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Now add in a flame thrower, skinable animals, proper crafting and you'll have you're self a real far cry bootleg.. It is basically
better than any secondary in the game if u want to play stealth. Almost completely silent, one shot everywhere in the body (not
sure about the heavier armored enemies later in the game but a headshot will do). But because this game is a buggy mess, this
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thing is completely useless when enemies are alerted and charging toward you. I tried shooting a hostile 10 times (basically
everywhere in the body) and nothing happened. He kept shooting at me and in the end I have to use my pistol.. Nice if you want
to go all Tomb Raider.. Nice if you want to go all Tomb Raider.. It is basically better than any secondary in the game if u want
to play stealth. Almost completely silent, one shot everywhere in the body (not sure about the heavier armored enemies later in
the game but a headshot will do). But because this game is a buggy mess, this thing is completely useless when enemies are
alerted and charging toward you. I tried shooting a hostile 10 times (basically everywhere in the body) and nothing happened. He
kept shooting at me and in the end I have to use my pistol.. Now add in a flame thrower, skinable animals, proper crafting and
you'll have you're self a real far cry bootleg.
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